**SERVICE LIFE**

The Service Life of a laser and radar detector is limited. Over time, the sensor on the detector may become less sensitive. This can result in missed detections. If you experience a missed detection, you should contact Whistler Customer Service at 1-800-531-0004 or visit our FAQ page at www.whistlergrp.com or www.whistler.com.

**TROUBLESHOOTING**

Your Whistle detector is equipped and pre-programmed to perform automatically all the functions we have programmed in this guide, but it's not operating properly, please refer to the troubleshooting guide below.

**PROBLEM:** Unit does not turn on.

- Check fuse for lighted socket; replace if necessary.
- Make sure lighter socket is clean.

**PROBLEM:** Unit alarms when vehicle hits bumps.

- Cancel Auto Quiet Mode or City Mode.

**PROBLEM:** Only operates in POP™ Mode.

- If the laser signal is detected, the audio alert is continuous for a minimum of 3 seconds.
- It is important to respond promptly to a laser alert, since warning time may be minimal.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- A dated store receipt will be handled as described in section 18.
- Service Under Warranty
- Returns are not accepted without a dated store receipt. A dated store receipt to the address below. Units returned without a dated store receipt to the address below will be handled as described in section 18.
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Dear Whistler Customer,

Thank you for purchasing a Whistler radar or safety warning system™ signal is being detected and for 20 seconds after, a signal is being detected and for 20 seconds after, an alert will occur. To turn the unit on or off, gently press the Power On Self Test & Volume button. If a signal is validated only by the dated store receipt!

Please keep the receipt in a safe place. You may be requested to present the receipt as proof of purchase. If necessary, the unit may be leveled by bending the windshield bracket. Press the brake release button to level the unit. Be careful not to squeeze the cord and do not use excessive force.

IMPORTANT: Make sure the unit is level.

Windshield Mounting

1. Center the detector on the windshield at the location you have chosen. Make sure the unit is level.

2. Insert the two suction cups and rubber bumper into the bracket by fitting them into their holes.

3. Press the brown mounting slot holes into the windshield.

4. Make sure the unit is level.

5. Check the windshield for a proper fit by checking the fit of the unit and the visual display.

6. Make sure the unit is level.

7. Press QUIET during a radar/laser encounter to replicate the initial warning to a low audio level setting.

8. Press QUIET a second time during an alert to decrease audio level. As audio level is reduced.

9. Move Power/Volume button back to increase audio level.

10. If necessary, the unit may be leveled by bending the windshield bracket. Press the brake release button to level the unit. Be careful not to squeeze the cord and do not use excessive force.

11. IMPORTANT: Make sure the unit is level.

Power Cord Connection

1. Connect the detector to the vehicle's cigarette lighter socket. Plug the large end into the vehicle's cigarette lighter socket.

2. The unit may be leveled by bending the windshield bracket. Press the brake release button to level the unit. Be careful not to squeeze the cord and do not use excessive force.

3. IMPORTANT: Make sure the unit is level.

FUSE REPLACEMENT - HARDWARE KIT

The wire fuse holder may be replaced with a replaceable 2 amp, 3AG fuse located behind the fuse release button. Replace the fuse, carefully twist the holder to open it to gain access to the fuse. Remove the fuse and replace with a new 1 amp fuse. The fuse replacement must be done as soon as possible after the fuse has blown. If the new fuse also blows, the cause of the fuse blowing must be determined and repaired before the detector is placed back into service.
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